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2013 ‘Coup de Cœur’ 97 points Sonoma County Chardonnay  
The nose is subtle caramel, mineral, toast, Key lime, graphite and floral perfume. The palate is 
concentrated, yet displays a continuity of fresh, lively citrus and pear with notes of toast and mineral. 
Well put together with an ethereal sense of balance. Drink 2016 – 2025.  

 

2013 ‘Ma Princesse’ 95 points Russian River Valley Chardonnay  
The nose is a creamy, mint-infused lemon and vanilla caramel, with underlying notes of lime. The 
palate has a beautifully centered feel to the acid-driven citrus. Possessing bright vitality, clean, fresh 
yellow stone fruits and excellent length. Drink 2015 – 2025.  

 

2013 ‘Ma Douce’ 95 points Fort Ross - Seaview Chardonnay  
Shows a nose of concentrated lemon oil, red pear, and verbena, mineral with whiffs of honey, clove, 
salt-cured meat and graphite. The palate is bright lemon, notes of subtle pear and brioche. The finish is 
creamy with vibrant acidity and notes of clove. Tasted over eight hours. Drink 2015 – 2025.  

 

2013 ‘Côteaux Nobles’ 96 points Fort Ross - Seaview Pinot Noir 
The nose is ethereal lavender and lilac with an ambrosia of fig, ripe raspberry and cassis with 
underlying conifer, lapsang, graphite and hints of geranium. The palate is beautifully layered showing 
purity, and presence. Piquant raspberry, cherry and graphite in the core, finishing with length and 
finesse. Drink 2016 – 2025.  

 

2013 ‘En Famille’ 95 points Fort Ross - Seaview Pinot Noir 
All puncheon-fermented and takes on a nose redolent of dense black fruit – currant and fig, sea salt and  
melon. The palate offers a well-integrated spice box, cherry, blueberry and currant with a bright, 
concentrated core offering a deeper expression of richness to the finish. Drink 2016 – 2025.  

 

2013 ‘Joli Cœur’ 95 points Fort Ross - Seaview Pinot Noir 
Offers up a nose of concentrated, deeply penetrating cherry, purple plum, blueberry and graphite. 
Chosen from what Luc describes as the ‘sweet spot’ of Côteaux Nobles these are the smallest berries he 
sees. The palate is infinitely deep on entry with blueberry, fennel, elderberry, and herb throughout. The 
wine gains intensity over five hours. Drink 2016 – 2027.  


